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ABSTRACT:

Reports over the past two decades have documented concern that the growth of regulation on research is reducing scientific productivity. While much of the burden comes from mandated standards, institutions increase the burdens when they add elective rules. This study examines regulatory responses in higher education to the implementation of domestic unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the United States of America (U.S.). The variance in UAV policies provides insight into regulatory responses to a controversial emerging technology. All higher education institutions share a common mission of education, research, and service, although the amount of attention given to each varies. UAVs create similar risks across institutions. Moreover, all campuses are subject to identical Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations. For this study, four educational institutions’ UAV policies from all fifty U.S. states were examined. The policies were classified from none to highly restrictive. Consistent with expectations, the stringency of UAV regulations is related to the institution’s structure and mission. Publicly funded institutions, particularly the land-grant universities with relatively more community outreach, had the most restrictive policies. Institutions in states with local government ordinances restricting UAVs also tend to have stricter policies. More stringent UAV rules exist in research-oriented institutions. Neither organizational size nor the existence of an aviation program affects institutional UAV policies. Because some of the policies adopted in higher education go beyond the rules mandated by the FAA, some may label the elective policies as being excessive “red tape” that thwart the institutional mission and stymie research.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

When a controversial new technology emerges, diverse perspectives often compete to control its use. Much of the conflict typically centers around risk avoidance (Moreno, Todt, and Luján, 2010). At its outset, limited data are available to help guide policymakers regarding potential risks and benefits (Morgan, Henrion, and Small, 1992). Indecision prevails, and government policy, as well as private organizational responses to the innovation, can be steered by media “hype” and narrow organizational interests. The situation becomes even more complicated in a federalist political system. Short-term uncertainty rules the regulatory arena.

The number of Unmanned/Uncrewed Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) registered in the United States of America (U.S.) with the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) now exceeds one million (U.S. Department of Transportation, 2018). The FAA predicts by 2022 that the number of small hobbyist UAVs to double and that the number of commercial UAVs to increase four-fold (Federal Aviation Administration, 2017). The initial media exposure covering the anticipated surge in UAV flights throughout the U.S. has reflected the public’s concerns regarding personal invasions of privacy, along with strong apprehensions for potential bystander injury and property damage (Rule, 2016).

Academics and scientists are now embracing UAVs in their teaching and research, and institutions of higher education in the U.S. have taken a variety of approaches to self-regulate UAV flights by their employees and students. The diversity in institutional UAV policies provides appropriate data to study organizations’ regulatory responses to a controversial innovation. All U.S. campuses reside beneath U.S. airspace, which is controlled by the federal government. Thus, all are subject to the identical Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) regulations controlling UAV use. Nationwide, higher education institutions share the joint mission of adult tertiary education, although the attention given to their ancillary missions of research and public service will vary. Moreover, all campuses are exposed to similar risks to health and property from UAV operations. Across higher education, these institutions differ in their attempts to self-regulate UAV operations. Self-imposed policies range from none to highly restrictive.

This study analyzes the organizational and environmental factors associated with the development of regulations controlling a controversial emerging technology. Colleges and universities, much like other organizations involved with technological innovations, are tasked with balancing their support for pioneering research and development against the possible risks to health and property.

1.2 Federal UAV Policy

Federal preemption is the foundation of U.S. aviation and its airspace; all regulatory airspace authority nationwide resides solely at the federal level. The FAA has been vested by the U.S. Congress with authority to regulate the national airspace.¹

¹ See 49 U.S.C. §40103(a)(1) 1994
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Furthermore, the FAA Modernization and Reform Act (FMRA)\(^2\) enacted by the U.S. Congress in 2012 authorized the FAA to ensure for the safe integration of pilotless aircraft (i.e., UAVs) into the national airspace. The FMRA classifies pilotless aircraft into one of three categories: 1) model, 2) public, and 3) civil. Within the FMRA, each of the three UAV categories has its own governing rules set. State, local, and private interests have no airspace authority except in restricting use by their employees or establishing rules regarding UAV flights from or on the premises.

Model aircraft constitutes a category that is the least regulated of the three FAA categories, as it had been exempted by prior federal law\(^3\). Although operators of model aircraft must now register their aircraft with the FAA, they are exempted from the more stringent federal requirements imposed on civil and public UAV operators. Model aircraft are defined as those UAVs flown solely for recreational purposes without compensation, weigh no more than 25 kg, and follow hobbyist community-based safety guidelines (Federal Aviation Administration, 2018b).

Public aircraft refer to those vehicles owned by federal, state, or local governments. These government-owned aircraft perform a wide-multiplicity of missions for their respective agencies. A controversial example is UAV use by local and state law-enforcement agencies for surveillance. Some local and state municipalities concerned with their citizens’ privacy have self-restricted their law-enforcement agencies in UAV operations (National Conference of State Legislatures, 2018).

Civil UAVs constitute the broadest category, encompassing all commercial “for-profit” applications and all operations not included under public and recreational flights of model aircraft. Most UAV flights for commercial applications were prohibited until 2016 when the FAA announced new rules designed to increase the number of commercial flights (Federal Aviation Administration, 2016). The regulations, commonly referred to as Part 107 of the FAA regulations, apply to all UAVs weighing 25 kg or less.

Under FAA guidelines (Federal Aviation Administration, 2018a), students and educational staff who fly UAVs fall into separate categories. The model aircraft exemption applies to students flying a UAV as part of academic coursework. These model aircraft guidelines apply to non-student UAV operators at educational institutions and community-sponsored events only if the person is neither compensated directly or incidentally related to the UAV operation. Since faculty and other staff who would use UAVs as part of their job duties usually receive compensation, they do not qualify for the model exemption and fall under the category of civil operators.

Flights by civil operators carry precise federal regulations. Registration of these UAVs with the FAA is required. Those operating or supervising a UAV flight must possess a remote pilot certificate with a small UAV rating. Airspace operational limits also apply. FAA rules stipulate permissible flight times and conditions that include altitude, speed, payload and cargo, and where the flight can occur. Pilots must ensure that the UAV is safe to fly and the vehicle must remain within the range of sight. Airspace operational limits also apply. Thus, all higher education staff interested in UAV flights are governed by federal governments regulations regardless of institutional policy.

1.3 Higher Education and Regulation of UAVs

Higher education institutions have embraced both reluctantly and eagerly the evolving technology of UAVs. Administrators and faculty members view remotely piloted flight as offering new areas of study to their students as well as augmenting research in many disciplines (Gose, 2018). Faculty have promoted in their classes the advantages of UAVs for photography, mapping, safety, security, and other uses (Bendici, 2017). However, administrative concerns at some institutions have tempered its use. As extensively reported in the popular press, UAVs can potentially invade privacy and cause injury and property damage.

While some colleges and universities have responded to these risks by adopting stringent rules regarding UAV use for their employees, students, and visitors, other higher-education institutions have done nothing, or enacted few rules (e.g., some institutions only recite federal law). This analysis examines this variation.

1.4 Innovation, the Precautionary Principle, and Red Tape

Researchers point to the management of risk as a crucial element of technological innovation; risk is central to successful innovation (Rogers, 2003; Freeman and Soete, 1997). However, limited research exists on the role of risk in the adoption of emerging technologies (Brown and Osborne, 2013; Olson, Birge, and Linton, 2014).

Much of the debate regarding the management of risk with technological innovation centers on the application of the precautionary principle. This principle generally calls for actions to curtail risk where individuals can cite a plausible reason to suspect harm from a decision, but no scientific certainty prevails regarding the damage that might result. Interpretations of this principle vary widely, and no consensus exists on what the precautionary principle means for those who make decisions involving risk (Sunstein, 2005; Stewart, 2002).

Supporters of a strong version of the precautionary principle view regulation as essential even if the danger is purely speculative and the costs high (Sachs, 2011). They emphasize the importance of significant controls to minimize risk until a consensus determines that the level of risk is acceptable.

Critics of a strong interpretation of the precautionary principle argue that regulation based on unproven potential risks slows or even prevents technology advancement. Researchers view experimentation as crucial to the maximal development of the technology (Wiedemann and Schütz, 2005). However, risk management tends to discourage experimentation because of its focus on the control of uncertainty (Lee, Chung, and Kim, 2007). A decision to limit or even ban research because of a potential for adverse impacts could mean that the positive benefits from an innovation, which may be substantial, are unrealized.

Most commentators contend that FAA officials have exercised a strong interpretation of the precautionary principle in their development of regulations for the domestic UAV. Until 2016, all UAVs, including hobbyists’ vehicles, had to be registered. Most commercial applications were prohibited. Those calling for less regulation during this period emphasized not only the economic benefit accruing from UAVs but also pointed to their contributions to “existing hazards,” such as putting out fires.

\(^2\) Bill Summary & Status 112th Congress (2011 - 2012) H.R.658 CRS Summary P.L.112-95

\(^3\) FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018 Section 336
This contribution has been peer-reviewed. The double-blind peer-review was conducted on the basis of the full paper. 

Institutions were categorized into three levels regarding size. Organizations classified as small have a total student enrollment of less than 20,000, medium-sized enroll between 20,000 to 35,000 students, and large institutions enroll over 35,000 students. Bard College’s analysis of laws affecting UAVs enacted by local governments (Michel, 2017) provided the information regarding local government legislation restricting UAV use.

2.1 Propositions

The management literature that compares perceptions of red tape across different sectors leads to the expectation that public higher education institutions adopt more complex and more stringent UAV regulations than private higher education institutions. Although one study found that sector had little explanatory value in predicting the amount of red tape in an organization (Bozeman and Kingsley, 1998), other research finds that public sector employees perceive significantly more red tape than those in the private and nonprofit sectors (Feeney and Bozeman, 2009). Also supporting this proposition is research showing that public sector workers are more risk averse than private sector workers (Chen and Bozeman, 2012).

A second proposition is that public land-grant institutions adopt more complex and stringent UAV regulations than either non-land-grant institutions or private higher education institutions. Land-grant institutions differ from other types of educational institutions in that they receive a portion of their funding from the state, local, and federal governments. Their cooperative extension service increases their involvement in community outreach relative to their counterparts. Evidence suggests a positive relationship between outreach and state funding (Weerts and Ronca, 2006) and that organizations with higher levels of involvement with elected officials tend to possess a less risky culture (Bozeman and Kingsley, 1998). This proposition presumes that the fear of alienating both extension clients and government representatives will result in stricter UAV regulations.

Concern about antagonizing those outside of the higher education forms the basis for the prediction that institutions in states where local governments have passed legislation curtailng UAV flights have more stringent and complex UAV regulations than institutions in states that have not had local governments adopt regulations restricting UAV flights. Local government action sends a message of apprehension about UAVs. Even if there is no direct interaction with the local officials, their political activity produces risk-averse responses.

Higher education institutions with doctoral programs are expected to have more stringent and complex UAV regulations than higher education institutions without doctoral programs. More complex organization possess less goal clarity and tend to exhibit less tolerance for risk than those with more specific goals (Thompson, 1967). While all colleges and universities embrace teaching, service, and research, the emphasis on research in doctoral institutions renders them more complex.

Also based on the literature on goal clarity is the prediction that higher education institutions with aviation programs have less complex and stringent UAV regulations than higher education institutions without aviation programs. The existence of an aviation program places a top priority on facilitating UAV flights. Thus, less stringent regulations will be in place.

The final expectation that larger institutions have more stringent UAV regulations than smaller institutions. Larger size produces greater structural differentiation that requires more managerial effort to coordinate the diverse groups. Research finds that larger organizations have higher levels of red tape (Pandey and Kingsley, 2000).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the 198 institutions in the sample, 86 had UAV policies and 84 were publicly available. Most commonly found in the policies is a description of FAA regulations (79%). Nearly half of the institution’s UAV policies (46%) state that those flying UAVs must abide by all local, state, and federal laws.

Figure 1 shows most (85%) of the institutions with policies mandate that permission is granted in advance of a flight, and over half (58%) require a description of the flight’s purpose. While many of the policies do not specify how far in advance of the flight this permission be sought 36% require more than two days, and slightly over one-quarter of the policies (27%) need a request for approval at least a week before the anticipated flight. Similarly, 34% of the higher education UAV policies stipulate that the pilots provide the starting and ending time of the flights and 37% mandate submission of a flight plan. In 30% of the policies, a description of the data collected during the flight is compulsory. Institutional permission to purchase a UAV is required in 17% of the policies.

Table 1 displays the characteristics of higher education institutions with UAV policies. If the adoption of a policy shows concern over UAV flights, interest appears limited to certain types of institutions. Land-grant institutions are most likely to adopt a policy with 92% compared to 49% of the non-land-grant public institutions and 18% of the private institutions. Also consistent with expectations, with few exceptions only institutions with doctoral programs adopt UAV policies. Of the 198 higher education institutions analyzed, 69% of the doctoral institutions contain a UAV policy, while only three of the master’s programs and one of the baccalaureate institutions have a policy regarding uncrewed flight (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Type</th>
<th>Have UAV Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land-Grant University</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest Public University</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two Largest Private Universities</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Type of institutions with UAV policies (N=198).
Table 2. Institution highest degrees granted and percent having a UAV policy (N=198).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Highest Degree</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Have policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masters</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baccalaureate</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Policy complexity, as measured by word count, varies. The smallest UAV policy consists of 28 words and the longest 5,690 words. Public institutions, particularly land-grant colleges, have the most complex policies. Dividing up the institutions by land-grant status, non-land-grant public schools, and private schools show that the most complex policies are found in land-grant institutions with a mean of 1,713 words per policy followed by public non-land-grant with a mean word count of 1,514. Lowest in complexity are the policies of private schools, with a mean word count of 1,361. The ordering is as expected with the most complex policies adopted by the land-grant schools and the least complex enacted by private institutions. However, the two-sample t-tests conducted shows that the differences in word count among the three types of institutions lack statistical significance.

Other elements of the analysis support the findings of other researchers who conclude that public sector organizations tend to place more emphasis on controlling employees and following a mandated process. Besides the fact that public institutions are much more likely to adopt a policy, the policies adopted by public institutions are more stringent than those adopted by private schools. Comparisons of stringency are limited because of the eighteen private colleges with policies in this sample; two were not made available. Of the sixteen policies examined, 31% of 99 are categorized as high stringency and 50% as low with 19% in the middle. The public institutions have adopted more stringent policies. Of the 70 public institution policies, 37% have a high level of stringency, 27% are categorized as medium stringency, and 36% are low stringency. The policy scale scores were collapsed from three levels into two to allow a statistical test. Scale scores of policy stringency of zero, one, and two were combined with the states with no UAV policy to form a category of low stringency. Scores of three and above were considered high stringency. All statistical tests using Fisher’s exact test in this analysis collapsed the data in this manner. The difference in the stringency scores between the public and private higher education institutions is statistically significant (p < .001, Fisher’s exact test).

All the land-grant colleges reviewed offer doctoral programs. To determine whether the land-grant status is associated with more stringent policies independent of their doctoral status the stringency of land-grant UAV policies was compared with the non-land-grant doctoral institutions’ policies. The doctoral institutions were collapsed into two categories: lower and higher stringency. Institutions without a policy were included in the low category. Over half of the land-grant schools (54%) have a policy coded as higher in restrictiveness compared to 10% of the other (private and public non-land grant) doctoral institutions. The difference is statistically significant (p < .001, Fisher’s exact test). Although the difference in word count is not statistically significant, land grant institutions adopt more complex policies than non-land-grant doctoral institutions. The mean number of words in the land grant schools is 1,713 words compared to 1,428 words in the non-land-grant doctoral institutions.

Considerable variation exists in higher education’s UAV policies. Table 4 compares the UAV regulations adopted by the 50 top research universities with other categories of higher education institutions. Table 4 shows that land grant public institutions have the most stringent regulations followed by the top 50 research institutions. Among the public land-grant schools almost two-thirds have a policy categorized as high or medium stringency (66%) compared to nearly half of the top 50 research institutions (47%). Falling considerably below in stringency are the public non-land grant institutions and the private colleges and universities. Over half of the largest public, non-land grant institutions have no policy regarding UAVs (51%), and almost a third have a policy low in stringency (31%). Private institutions show even less concern with 82% without a policy and only 8% with policies categorized as medium or high stringency.

Contrary to expectations, organizational size does not appear related to the stringency of the regulations nor the complexity of the policies. Policies of high stringency are found in 45% of the large organizations compared to 28% of the medium-sized organizations and 33% of the small. The percentage of institutions with policies of low stringency was similar for the three categories of institutions based on size. Differences in the stringency of policies are not statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test) nor are the differences in complexity as measured by word count.

Also contrary to expectations is that no firm evidence exists to link aviation programs with more lenient UAV regulations or policies lower in complexity. Aviation programs are concentrated in land-grant colleges; 21 of the 50 land-grant schools have an aviation program. Only 19 of the private and non-land-grant public institutions in this sample offer aviation. Of these institutions, 11 have a policy and eight do not. No statistically significant differences were found in the complexity of the policies as measured by word count. The stringency of the policies in institutions with an aviation program was compared with the stringency of the policies of institutions without an aviation program policy. The differences in policy stringency are not statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test).

States with local legislation regulating UAV flights are more likely to have at least one institution of higher learning with highly restrictive UAV regulations than states where local governments have not enacted UAV ordinances. Of the 50 states, 31 have one or more laws adopted by local governments to regulate UAV flights (Michel, 2017). From each state, the institution in this data set with the strictest scrutiny was used for comparison. Of the 31 states with local level restrictions, 53% have an institution with a categorization of high scrutiny in this data set compared to 21% of states without local legislation.
While 58% of the states with no local UAV laws have all institutions in this sample categorized as low in UAV restrictions (i.e., no policy or the policy is of low stringency), this is the case for only 27% of the states with local legislation. States that have one or more local governments that have adopted ordinances restricting UAVs are more likely to have higher education institutions with a UAV policy of high stringency than states that have not had local governments adopt restrictive UAV ordinances. The difference is statistically significant (Fisher’s exact test, \( p = .04 \)).

More stringent UAV restrictions characterize land-grant colleges, public institutions, especially those offering a doctoral degree, and institutions in states where local governments have adopted UAV restrictions. Organizational size does not matter nor does the existence of an aviation program at the institution. These findings suggest the importance of public relations concerns on organizational rules. Land-grant colleges, which have relatively high interaction with political officials and members of the community, have enacted the most stringent and complex regulations. Institutions have stricter regulations when one or more local governments adopt UAV restrictions. The policy may be responding to political pressure from the local government or the discussion generated by the municipal action created a consensus that the educational institution should also act.

UAV policy does not appear to be driven by the amount of interest in pilotless flight or institution size. Although doctoral institutions adopt more stringent policies, institutions with aviation programs do not enact stronger regulations than those without these programs. Also, student enrollment is not associated with the type of UAV policy adopted.

The UAV policies adopted by higher education institutions appear in large part to be directed toward researchers. Over one-half of the institutions in this analysis have no policy although all institutions surely enroll some students interested in uncrewed flight. Further, many of the institutions without a policy are situated in urban areas close to airports where flights could prove particularly hazardous. The specific information sought before permission is granted to fly in many institutions appears to be geared toward controlling research-oriented UAV flights.

This analysis cannot determine the effectiveness and efficiency of each UAV policy. Responses to request to fly may be rapid with permission granted to all reasonable requests. Rules may be ignored without penalty. However, it does seem that some researchers will find certain elements burdensome. Particularly problematic is the requirement that permission must be sought days or even weeks in advance of a flight and that the flights adhere to the time frame specified. Given the uncertainty that weather conditions and travel requirements create for UAV flights and the possibility of something needing repair mandating notice weeks in advance creates a hardship. Because numerous factors can disrupt a flight restricting permission to a particular time range will result in missed opportunities for data collection.

Institutions that require a detailed description of the data collected and a flight plan are understandably trying to avoid complaints regarding a nuisance, trespass, or privacy violations. However, other research contexts that create the potential of damage do not carry a detailed description of research plans. For example, automobiles involve the potential to inflict significant damage, but educational institutions usually allow employees access to a vehicle after doing nothing more than showing a state-issued license. Many of these policies mandate far more than proving that the individual is authorized by the FAA to fly a UAV.

Red tape is a matter of opinion. Some view a university’s detailed listing of FAA requirements as redundant and the warning that one must obey the law as obvious and unnecessary. One can also question whether restrictions that exceed the regulations allowed state and local governments constitute red tape given the research mission of many institutions. Many higher education UAV policies require that all flights occur within the line of sight. This restriction was struck down in a local ordinance because it created limits on navigable airspace, and thus violated FAA authority (Michel, 2017). An individual can receive a waiver from the FAA of Part 107 regulations. Waivers are not available in most of these institutional policies. Thus, many institutions have policies and stipulate punishments, including dismissal from employment, for violations of rules that the FAA defines as permissible or potentially permissible.

Many researchers face a regulatory burden. They must comply with external requirements imposed by law, explicit regulation, or guidance provided by regulatory agencies. They must also follow the internal mandates not required by law or regulation but by institutional self-imposed standards and processes (Haywood and Greene, 2008). Regulatory requirements on research in the U.S. are expanding, and investigators report that the administrative activities required for compliance significantly detracts from research (Schneider et al., 2014; Thulin, Bergdall, and Bradfield, 2018; National Academies of Sciences and Medicine, 2016).

While university administrators can do little or nothing to reduce the administrative burden created by mandatory standards, they do determine their institution’s elective requirements. Research shows considerable variation across campuses in self-imposed requirements relating to human subject institutional review boards (Abbott and Grady, 2011) and in the care of animals in research (Haywood and Greene, 2008).

UAVs create risk. Institutions will maximize research efforts by creating rules that result from a process and culture geared toward facilitating research while also protecting the institution from the consequences of noncompliance with laws and regulations (Bayne and Garnett, 2008). This type of culture is achieved when stakeholders are engaged in the development of internal regulations, the purpose of internal regulations is clear, and there are no unnecessary processes.

Institutional rules for a controversial technology are often dynamic. UAVs, like many emerging technologies, have been subjected to “hype”. Their potential problems as well as their potential contributions have been exaggerated (Freeman and Freeland, 2016). When more data regarding risks become available, there is likely to be greater uniformity in rules. Studies suggest the periodic assessment of internal regulations with the goal of identifying any parts of the process not needed or too inflexible (Haywood and Greene, 2008; Bayne and Garnett, 2008; Thulin, Bergdall, and Bradfield, 2018).

The shortcomings of the analysis should be noted. A larger number of cases would allow more sophisticated data analysis. The sample was not expanded because no systematic approach to substantially increase the number of institutions with UAV policies was evident since UAV policies are concentrated in public, doctoral-granting institutions.
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Decisions regarding the amount of risk acceptable with an emerging technology involve a trade-off between advances in research and development and the political controversy and damage possible from deploying the technology. This study examines this dynamic through an analysis of the regulations of UAVs adopted in U.S. higher educational institutions. The literature on organizational risk and institutional "red tape" informed the propositions regarding the type of colleges and universities in the U.S. most likely to adopt complex, restrictive regulations. The data for the analysis consists of higher education institutions’ UAV policy. UAV policies were sought from 200 institutions: the public land-grant institutions, the largest public institution and the largest and second-largest non-profit private institution in student enrollment in each of the 50 states.

Consistent with expectations, doctoral institutions adopted more regulations than those without doctoral programs. Also consistent with expectations is the finding that public institutions adopt more regulations than private and that land-grant colleges particularly adopted self-restrictive UAV regulations. States with local governments that have enacted UAV restrictions are more likely to have a higher education institution with stricter regulations regarding UAVs. The findings suggest that concern for external public relations and publicity drives regulation. Neither the existence of an aviation program nor institution size is related to the institution’s UAV policy. Policy complexity, measured by the number of words in the UAV policy varied among the institutions in the expected direction. However, the differences were not statistically significant.

Red tape exists when the impact of regulations proves detrimental to the institution’s mission. While some of the policies do nothing more than detailing FAA guidelines, other policies mandate procedures that make it far more challenging to conduct UAV research. Some researchers at these institutions no doubt chafe at operating under more stringent regulations than other institutions, arguing that the risk presented by UAVs does not justify the "red tape."

Although considerable research takes place in doctoral institutions, few studies have examined the degree to which higher education institutions differ in their acceptance of risk. These findings suggest the importance of analyzing regulations regarding risk for other emerging technologies to determine the degree to which these findings regarding institutional variance in regulations can be generalized.
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